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PRS JOURNAL--AN ADVENTURE IN NEW IDEAS 
Featuring 

MANLY P. HALL1S LATEST WRITINGS 

M , 
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for Tr uth 
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of this Journal 

Each Issue of the 
PRS JOURNAL 
Will bring you : 

Self-help articles dealing with the 
practical problems of living; research 
essays on important systems of phi-
1 osophy, comparative religion and 
psychology; answers to vital questions 
based upon requests for special infor-
mation; short stories of philosophical 
import ; such departments as "H ap-
penings at Headquarters" and "Study 
Group Activities," which keep the 
reader informed of the basic program 
of the Society; and "Library Notes," 
describing the treasures in our collec-
tion, and frec1uently including extracts 
from rare and unusual books. Each 
issue contains numerous valuable illus-
trations . Most of the articles are by 
Manly Palmer Hall , and many of his 
interesting lectures are available only 
in this journal. 

THE PRS JOURNAL is unique in the 
fields of philosophy , comparative re
lir,ion, and psychology. It covers many 
branches of human thought and fields 
of hu;nan endeavor, all bearing upon 
the fundamental search for truth and 
the natural desire of normal persons 
to grow and build for themselves 
be~ter ways of life. This journal is 
co!:lp!_etely non-sectarian and is free 
from competitive attitudes. It expresses 
an honest desire to make available to 
r, odPrn man his wonderful heritage 
of timeless wisdom. 

THE PRS JOURNAL gives the reader 
well-documented essential informa tion 
on a diversity of fascinating subjects: 
It stresses the importance of idealism 
in daily living, and advocates East
WI est understanding , and cooperation 
on ethical and cultural levels. It is a 
magazine for thoughtful persons. A 
gift subscription will be cherished by 
your friends. Published four times a year 

\Y/ e will be happy to send you a 
sample copy upon request . 

SUBSCR1PTION RATES: $4 a year; $7 for two years 
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SELF-HELP WRITINGS BY M.P.H. 
Classics in the Field of Inspirational Literature 

Informative booklets, small enough to carry in purse or 
pocket, and inexpensive enough to pass along to friends. 

Price: 7 5c each ( plus 4% tax in California ) 

DEATH AND AFTER 
A simple and sympathetic resume of the important concepts which pertain to life after death and the continuity uf 
human consciousness beyond the grave. The doctrine of rebirth is examined at some length as a solution for human 
doubts and fears. 
In the course of living, we must all face the loss of loved ones. With a good philosophy of life and deeper under
standing of the mystery of death, we can face such critical times with gentle faith and quiet strength. A splendid 
writing to place in the hands of thoughtful persons. 66 pp. 

RIGHT THINKING, THE ROYAL ROAD TO HEALTH 
A clear and direct statement of the effect of mental attitudes upon the physical body and its functions. This essay 
presents the facts in an interesting and dramatic manner. Common habits which lead to unhappy consequences are 
explained and analyzed, together with simple suggestions for their correction. 
The writing is in the form of a heart-to-heart talk , and many friends who have read the work have told us that it 
was a real eye-opener. There is much unusual information which would be difficult to find in other texts. We believe 
this booklet will help you to conserve your vital resources and plan a richer and happier future . 52 pp. 

PSYCHOANALYZING THE TWELVE ZODIACAL TYPES 
This extremely popular booklet outlines the principal psychological characteristics of persons born in each of the 
twelve months of the year. It could be written only from long practical experience in judging the temperaments, 
abilities, and inclinations of hundreds of individuals, and digesting the traits of those born under the various 
zodiacal signs. 
If you want to learn the starry implications of your birth month, you may find challenging ideas which will con 
tribute to your better personal orientation. It may also be enlightening to check the birth months of your friends 
and relatives. 65 pp. 

A COMMENTARY ON "THE QUIET WAY" 
After making an extensive study of the Chinese classic, The Tract Upon the Quiet Way, Mr. Hall was so deeply 
impressed with the profundity of the work, that he prepared a commentary upon this beautiful essay. In it, is set 
forth how the foundations of true happiness are laid in the human heart. 
Every wise and good person cultivates the happiness plant, which grows from a seed of light hidden in the human 
soul. When man guards the happiness plant, it grows, blossoms, and bears its fruit. Life, enriched with understanding, 
unfolds like a pleasant road, and those who walk this path with love and fortitude are said to be traveling along 
The Quiet Way. 48 pp. 

THREE POPULAR ESSAYS BY MANLY P. HALL 

Re-published for the First Time Since 1950 

MAGIC-A TREATISE ON NATURAL OCCULT
ISM-Black and white magic are defined, and the sub
ject of good and evil is explored. Illustrated with dia
grams; 6th edition; 72 pages. 

UNSEEN FORCES - Nature Spirits, thought forms, 
ghosts and specters, and their relationships to evolving 
humanity. 7th edition; 64 pages. 

ASTROLOGY AND REINCARNATION-Astrology applied to the doctrines of rebirth and karma, giv

ing a method for determining the assets and liabilities brought into the present life. 5th edition; 48 pages. 

These booklets fit conveniently into purse or pocket. Attractive, sturdy art-paper covers. 

Price: 75c each (plus 4% tax in California) 
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